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Draft AGENDA

9.00-9.30 Registration and Networking Breakfast – Drinks & Snacks offered by the Federal Ministry for Labor, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection 

9.30-9.45 Welcome & Introduction 

 Helga Konrad, Head/Coordinator of the Regional Implementation Initiative on Preventing & Combating Human
Trafficking 

 Jörg Wojahn, Head of the Representation of the European Commission in Austria 

 Alois Stöger, Government Minister of Austrian Federal Ministry for Labor, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection 

9.45-11.00

Fantasies and Realities Fueling Trafficking in Children & Minors 

The Many Faces of Child Trafficking & Exploitation in Europe 

 Keynote address: Olivier Peyroux, Sociologist, France

Olivier Peyroux's research on child trafficking and exploitation in Europe (published in his book 'Fantasies and Realities Fueling Trafficking in
Children in Europe') provides concentrated data, both qualitative and quantitative, sophisticated analysis and 'tremendous erudition about the
intersecting fields of migration, Roma history, European human rights and child exploitation, and describes one of the most egregious human
rights violations of our time: the pervasive trafficking and exploitation of vulnerable children in one of the world's richest continents'.( Quote by
Jacqueline Bhabha, Professor of the Practice of Health and Human Rights, Harvard School of Public Health. Director of Research, in the Post
Script of the volume)

Opening Remarks & Comments by Politicians, Decision-makers & Stakeholders

 Alev Korun, Chair of Human Rights Committee of Austrian Federal Parliament (tbc)

 Ambassador Elisabeth Tichy-Fisslberger, National Coordinator on Human Trafficking, Director General, Austrian 

Federal Ministry of European and Foreign Affairs (tbc)

 Ambassador Madina Jarbussynova, OSCE Special Representative and Co-ordinator to Combat Trafficking in Human 
Beings 

 Daniela Urschitz, EU Strategy for the Danube Region EUSDR, Vienna Administration

 Peter von Bethlenfalvy, Director CEIPA - Center for European and International Policy Action, Belgium

Q&A/Discussion

11.00-11.30 Break - Drinks & Snacks offered by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Labor, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection 

11.30-12.30                                       Re-framing Mindsets                                                                         

From Protection Failures and Escape Strategies to More Effective Protection and Prevention
of Trafficking in Children and Minors

Introduction: Mike Dottridge, Expert and Consultant, UK: 

'When UNICEF published a reference guide a decade ago on what to do to protect trafficked children, I genuinely thought that
the authorities in European countries would pay some attention. Most did not. Instead, we see endless statements by political
leaders which muddle the issues of trafficking and exploitation with questions about irregular migration. The result is that the
protection available for trafficked children is inadequate and the prevention measures being implemented are largely a waste of
money'. 
Panel Discussion:

 Helmut Sax, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Human Rights, Member of the Council of Europe’s Group of Experts on Action 

against Trafficking in Human Beings (GRETA), Austria: 'Do we really have a common understanding of what constitutes 
"child trafficking”? How/where to draw a clear dividing line between child trafficking, severe forms of child labor, child 
pornography, illegal adoptions? 



 Daja Wenke, Independent Researcher/Consultant, Child Rights, Italy/Germany: 'What about children's right and access
to justice? The Children's House model - with all the relevant services under one roof - is an innovative way forward in
addressing exploitation and trafficking of children more effectively.'

 Astrid Winkler, Director, ECPAT Austria - National Consortium for the Protection of Children against sexual exploitation: 
'Despite international reports suggest an increase in trafficking in children/minors, trafficked children are hardly visible 
and identified. And if - children who beg or commit a crime are seen rather as perpetrators or as victims of 
"cultural/ethinic tradition" than of a crime. Do we really want to see/identify them?'

 Evelyn Probst, Coordinator LEFÖ-IBF, Austria: 'A child is a child is a child, a girl a boy, has the right to be self-
determined with 17, and what happens with 18?' 

 Vincent Duboi, Project Manager, Dispositif National AcSé, France: TEMVI Project: 'Trafficked and Exploited Minors between 

Vulnerability and Illegality': 'There is a failure of the identification mechanism and a lack of access to protection for the 
minors. Rather than being identified as victims they are put in jail, denying children their most basic rights.' 

12.30-13.30 

                                                            Who are the Traffickers?

                              Dismantling Criminal Networks & Enhancing Transnational Cooperation

Trafficking in Human Beings as a criminal enterprise comprises a number of distinct, yet overlapping aspects, many of which need to be better
understood in order to administer (and further develop) appropriate responses to disrupt the criminal enterprise at various points throughout
the exploitation process. The (EU funded) TRACE-project collected information on 334 traffickers from 160 court files in Romania, the
Netherlands, Bulgaria, England and Wales, and Cyprus through interviews or questionnaires, from traffickers, professional experts, trafficked
persons, lawyers and social workers, and published the handbook 'TRACE-ing HUMAN TRAFFICKING' for Policy makers, Law enforcement
Agencies and Civil Society Organizations.   

Introduction: Adelina Tamas, Sociologist-Police Officer, Research and Public Information Center, Monitoring Unit, National Agency
against Trafficking in Persons, Romania: 

                                  Trafficking as a Criminal Enterprise – The Traffickers and Future Trends

Panel Discussion: 

 Katharina Beclin, Ass.-Prof. for Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Vienna, Austria: 'Asking, who are the traffickers, 
focuses on criminal prosecution, which is a Sisyphean task and therefore no appropriate measure of prevention. As long as the 
working and paying-conditions offered by “traffickers” are more attractive to people hit by unemployment than legal alternatives 
(catchword “One-Euro-Jobs”?), we should first of all question the governmental responsibility for adhering to a policy that fosters 
exploitation.'

 Gerald Tatzgern, Head of the Central Service for Combating Alien Smuggling and Human Trafficking of the Criminal

Intelligence Service of the Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior: 'Fighting Human Trafficking – a never ending story?'

 Norbert Ceipek, Consultant, Project-Coordinator, Bulgaria: 'How is it possible that kids at the age of eight are being sold
by their own parents into prostitution as their solely life-perspective and that 20 years old women have been married
four times without divorce?' 

 Ruth-Gaby Vermot-Mangold, President of  Peace Women Across the Globe, former MP Council of Europe, Switzerland: 
'How is it possible, that criminal networks, where women, men and children are exploited in manifold ways, including as
victims of trafficking, are still more 'successful' than the countermeasures of states and NGOs, who try hard to fight this 
crime? Without stronger actions we become accomplices oft the criminals. We must move on seriously and focus on 
concrete implementation.'

 Vera Gracheva, Independent Expert and Consultant & Mark Tverdynin, IT Expert,  "NeDopusti" ("Do not let it

happen"), Russia: 'Traffickers have many faces. They do their utmost to look friendly and reliable to vulnerable victims
and severely abuse their trust. To prevent the trap, we must primarily fight ignorance of parents, neglect of children and
lack of awareness of teachers, doctors, social workers etc. by using modern IT technologies including Internet more
efficiently.' 

13.30-14.30 Lunch Break – Drinks & Snacks offered by the Federal Ministry for Labor, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection (Socio-economic Company TOP-Lokal)

14.30-16.00 



'Decent Work for Everybody'
Utopia or Realistic Perspective in Preventing Human Trafficking & Exploitation?

Introduction: Kiril Sharapov, Programme Convenor of the Professional Doctorate in Children and Young People’s Services at the
University of Bedfordshire; Affiliate Researcher at the Centre for Policy Studies at Central European University, UK

Doing the Unthinkable to Others and Not Thinking About it?

Kiril’s contribution will draw on sociological and psychological concepts of ignorance production, anti-intellectualism, dehumanization, 
‘person, situation and system’ (Zimbardo, 2008) in tackling the question, which may be fundamental to achieving the 'utopia of decent work for 
everybody': Are we too selfish (evil?) to be able to re-situate ourselves in relation to the harm, which happens at a distance from us and in 
contexts that we refuse to see and understand? 

Panel: Spotlights & Reality Checks

 Julia Planitzer, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Human Rights, Austria: 'Searching for accountability of the private sector for
trafficking in human beings: How can we establish liability of companies for labor exploitation - and would exploited person benefit
from it?'

 Idar Smedsrud, Police Superintendent, Investigation Section, Romerike East Police District, Norway: 'Fighting human

trafficking is a question of our everyday decisions'

 Alexandra Malangone, Lawyer at Human Rights League, Member of the Council of Europe’s Group of Experts on Action 
against Trafficking in Human Beings (GRETA), Slovakia: 'Decent work for us, Slovaks (in Austria, UK and elsewhere), not for 
them - third-country nationals (in Slovakia). Long before we are called to help our neighbors, we have determined, who our neighbors
are...(Victoria Bernett, historian)'

 Markus Zingerle, Sociologist, Men’s Health Center MEN in Vienna: 'It`s not easy to bring cases of Human Trafficking for the 
purpose of labour exploitation to the court – but with joined efforts it`s possible.'

Q&A/Discussion

16.00 Closing of the Meeting

REGISTRATION:

For Registration until   23 September 2016   please fill-in the online form by     Clicking Here

(or copy the following link in your browser: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfaYD-a9Xf1u-bXZgxEak29F-
sLzVF1EFDDL79SigAv6MsEVw/viewform?
entry.546653905&entry.945529863&entry.1559911943&entry.933031680&entry.1306650342&entry.228991254&entry.889347324=
%2B&entry.1163194825)

The Round Table will be held in English - No interpretation/ Registration is obligatory - No Registration Fee

RII Website: https://thbregionalimplementationinitiative.wordpress.com  

Round Table 30 September 2016 Website: https://thbregionalimplementationinitiative.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/international-round-table-
30-09-2016-preventing-and-combating-child-traffic-and-exploitation-in-europe/

 Olivier Peyroux: Délinquants et Victimes, 'Fantasies and Realities Fueling Trafficking in Children in Europe'

 Publications on the TRACE Project:  http://trace-project.eu/published-reports/

 Digital version of the Handbook: http://trace-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/TRACE.pdf

 UNICEF report on child trafficking in the Nordic countries - Children's Houses  https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/643  /

 UNDOK - Drop in Center for Undocumented Workers https://undok.at/de/downloads/
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